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IIOJK: Indian troops martyr two youth in Kulgam

Indian troops in their fresh act of state terrorism martyred two youth in Kulgam
district, today (Wednesday). According to
Kashmir Media Service, the youth were
martyred by the troops during a cordon and
search in Nawapora area of the district. All
Parties Hurriyat Conference has said that the
Modi-led Indian government is killing
innocent Kashmiri youth as state policy in
fake encounters in Indian illegally occupied
Jammu and Kashmir. APHC spokesman in a statement issued in Srinagar said the
troops pick the youth from their homes, take them to areas in the Kashmir valley and
along the Line of Control and kill them after dubbing them as militants. The
authorities continued to enforce strict restrictions in the name of security of the Hindu
pilgrimage Amarnath Yatra in the territory. Meanwhile, Peoples Democratic Party
chief Mehbooba Mufti and National Conference Vice President Omar Abdullah
strongly criticized the Modi government for arresting journalist Mohammad Zubair on
fabricated charges
India staging fake encounters in IIOJK to malign Kashmiris’ struggle: APHC

The All Parties Hurriyat Conference has said that Indian troops are killing innocent
Kashmiri youth in Indian Illegally Occupied Jammu and
Kashmir in fake encounters to malign the ongoing
freedom movement of Kashmiris. The APHC spokesman,
in a statement issued in Srinagar said that Pathribal fake
encounter of 2000, Machil fake encounter of 2010,
Shopian fake encounter of 2020 and Lawaypora fake
encounter of 2020 are some glaring examples of the
nefarious tactics being used by India to subdue the
freedom sentiment of the Kashmiri people. The spokesman said that Indian troops are
killing the Kashmiri youth on daily basis to change the demographic composition of
the territory. However, he said that India must remember that it would not succeed to
suppress the Kashmiris' will through such cheap tactics.
Protests against anti-people policies of Indian authorities in IIOJK

People from different walks of life held protest demonstrations against anti-people
policies of the local face of Modi-led Indian regime in Indian
illegally occupied Jammu and Kashmir.The ongoing protest of
All Jammu Based Reserved Category Employees in Jammu
entered 30th day, today. The protest at Ambedkar Chowk in
Jammu city is being spearheaded by All Jammu Based Reserved
Category Employees Association, Kashmir.
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Indian police arrest one youth in Bandipora

Indian police arrested a youth in north Kashmir’s Bandipora district.The police
arrested the youth, Mehboob ul Inam, at a checkpoint in Papchan area of the district.
The police dubbed the youth as member of a mujahid organization to justify his illegal
detention.
Indian forces, agencies harassing youth in IIOJK

Indian troops, police and dreaded agencies like National Investigating Agency
(NIA) and State Investigation Agency are harassing
youth and Hurriyat activists in the territory. The
personnel of Indian forces and agencies during house
raids are arresting youth and summoning others to the
police stations.“The police force us to stay long time
and harass us in police stations, without any reason
which is affecting our work,” several youth told the media.It seems that India, its
proxy regime and agencies are trying to break Kashmiris’ commitment to the Kashmir
cause by using such cheap tactics, they said, adding that such tactics could not break
the Kashmiri’s resolve for freedom.
Modi regime’s brutal action of forcible closure of shops draws ire in IIOJK

Modi-led fascist Indian regime’s brutal action of forcibly shutting down shops of
Kashmiri people located on the Amarnath Yatra route
has annoyed businessmen, politicians and civil society
members of Indian illegally occupied Jammu and
Kashmir. Reacting to the move, they termed it a
deliberate attempt by the Modi regime to deprive the
Kashmiri people of any economic activity during the
43-day Yatra, which commenced from twin base camps in IIOJK, today, and will
conclude on 11 August. Shopkeepers continued their protest against the decision of
closing down their shops in Pantha Chowk area of Srinagar till the end of the Hindu
pilgrimage. The protesting shopkeepers told the media that they had been directed to
close their shops for 40 days. They said the decision would starve their families as
they were already economically weak.
Authorities impose restrictions along Yatra routes in IIOJK

The Indian authorities have imposed strict restrictions and no one is allowed to
move out along Amernath Yatra routes in the territory. Witnesses told the media that
the authorities have made heavy deployment of Indian troops, paramilitary and police
personnel in Yatra routes—Lakhanpore-Jammu-Srinagar highway, Pampore to
Sonamagrg and Khanabal to Chandewadi while Yatra vehicles ply on roads, common
Kashmiris are harassed. Drone surveillance by Indian Army has also been pressed into
service along the routes while Kashmir, dotted with bunkers, has been changed into a
military garrison.
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Troops martyr 2 Kashmiri youth in fake encounter in Kupwara

In Indian illegally occupied Jammu and Kashmir, Indian troops in their fresh act of
state terrorism martyred two Kashmiri youth in North Kashmir’s Kupwara district,
yesterday.The troops martyred the youth in a fake encounter in Keran area of the
district. Locals told the media that the troops picked up the youth from their homes
and later killed them in a staged encounter.
Highlighting Kashmir dispute, Pakistan urges UNSC to implement its resolutions

Pakistan Tuesday urged the UN Security Council to “seriously consider” ways to
implement its resolutions, especially on longstanding disputes like Jammu and Kashmir, while
stressing that the 15-member body must become
more transparent, accountable, inclusive and
democratic to respond to the growing challenges.
“Nothing undermines the credibility of the
Council more than ‘selective’ implementation,
and non implementation, of its resolutions,”
Ambassador Aamir Khan, the acting permanent representative of Pakistan to the UN,
said in a debate on the Security Council’s working methods. “Failure to enforce its
own resolutions undermines the credibility of the Security Council and erodes the
commitment of States and peoples to the principles of the UN Charter and the pacific
settlement of disputes,” he told the Council.
India blocks Radio Pakistan’s twitter account

Pakistan twitter account has been blocked in India, denying access to information
and restricting democratic freedom of expression. The
social media handle of Pakistan’s state broadcaster has
been withheld mainly for highlighting grave human rights
violations in the Indian Illegally Occupied Jammu and
Kashmir. Earlier, Foreign Office Spokesperson Asim
Iftikhar expressed serious concern over India’s blocking
of official accounts of Pakistan embassies in the United
Nations, Turkey, Iran, Egypt and others. He said social media platforms must abide by
applicable international norms.
CPJ urges India to release journalist Mohammad Zubair

The Committee to Protect Journalists has called on Indian authorities to
immediately and unconditionally release journalist Mohammad
Zubair and cease harassing him. In a statement, CPJ's Asia
programme coordinator in Washington, Steven Butler said the
arrest of the journalist marks another low for press freedom in
India, where the government has created a hostile and unsafe environment for
members of the press reporting on sectarian issues.
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‘#IStandWithZubair’ becomes top trend on Twitter

The hashtag ‘#IStandWithZubair’ has become top trend on Twitter, with the users
of the microblogging website demanding the immediate
release of the Indian journalist and Alt News Co-founder,
Mohammad Zubair. According to Kashmir Media
Service, the Twitter users showered heaps of praises on
Mohammad Zubair in their posts. They also condemned
his arrest. One of the users wrote, “Zubair is the finest
journalist of our times. Hanging my head in shame, and rage”.
APHC resents killings, arrests during unrelenting CASOs in IIOJK

All Parties Hurriyat Conference says people are living without basic human rights
amid unrelenting cordon and search operations conducted by
Indian army in the held valley. In their separate statements
in Srinagar, APHC leaders said killings, fake encounters,
arrests and house raids have become order of the day
especially after revocation of Kashmir’s special status by
India on August 5, 2019. High Court of occupied Jammu
and Kashmir has quashed illegal detention of two Kashmiri youth held under black
law, Public Safety Act and directed authorities to release them immediately. The court
in its order maintained that detaining authorities have failed to supply charges to
detainees, rendering detention order illegal and unsustainable.
Barrister Sultan’s political struggle for IIOJK | By Abdul Qayyum Chaudhry

The Veteran Kashmiri Leader, Barrister Sultan Mehmood Chaudhry has carried
out five million marches including one Million March from
Trafalgar Square in London to Ten Downing Street in 2014,
the second Million March in front of the United Nations in
New York in 2015 and third March in Belgium’s capital
Brussels in the year 2016 in front of the European Union and
the European Parliaments. Similarly, in 2017, there were a
million marches in Dublin and in 2018, in Berlin. Barrister
Sultan Mehmood Chaudhry is the leading figure of the
Kashmir struggle, for a right to self-determination from Indian tyranny. In recognition
of the initiation of longstanding struggle for the true cause of Kashmir all around the
world, Sultan has been bestowed the popular title of “Quaid-e-Kashmir” by the
Kashmiri nation. https://pakobserver.net/barrister-sultans-political-struggle-for-iiojkby-abdul-qayyum-chaudhry/
Kashmir dispute has kept peace and security of South Asia hostage: Behl

The All Parties Hurriyat Conference leader, Advocate Divender Singh Behl has
said that Jammu and Kashmir dispute has kept the peace and security in South Asia
hostage and its early solution can open new avenues for progress and prosperity in the
region. Advocate Divender Singh Behl while meeting with people of different
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IIOJK HC quashes black law PSA of two detainees

The High Court in Indian illegally occupied Jammu and Kashmir has quashed
detention orders of two detainees held under black
law, Public Safety Act last year. The court while
hearing the two separate petitions filed by Irshad
Ahmad Reshi and Meraj-ud-Din Dar challenging
their detention orders passed against them by
District Magistrates Pulwama and Srinagar have
quashed both detention orders and directed the jail
authorities to release the detainees forthwith. Justice Sanjay Dhar in his order
observed that the detainees cannot be expected to make an effective and purposeful
representation which is his constitutional and statutory right guaranteed, unless and
until the material, on which detention is based, is supplied to the detainee. -KMS
G 20 countries asked to refrain from undermining UN credibility by holding meeting in
IIOJK

All Parties Hurriyat Conference (APHC) has warned the G 20 countries against
undermining the credibility of the United Nations by
holding their meeting in the UN-designated disputed
territory of Jammu and Kashmir. The APHC leaders
and organizations in their statements issued in Srinagar
vehemently rejected the Indian government’s proposal
of holding G20 meeting in occupied Jammu and
Kashmir saying the move will amount to legitimize the India’s illegal occupation of
internationally disputed Jammu and Kashmir. They said these counties should take
into account the systematic human rights violation perpetrated by more than one
million Indian occupation troops with impunity in the territory.
Munich echoes with ‘Modi not welcome’ as he arrives for G-7 summit

As Indian Prime Minister Narendra Modi arrived in Munich to attend the G-7
summit, his countrymen held a protest demonstration and chanted ‘Modi not
Welcome’ and ‘Go Back Modi’ slogans to
denounce his government’s policies of Hindu
supremacy. The Indian expatriates living in
Germany gathered to protest against their
prime minister for pursuing the Hindutva
ideology by marginalizing the non-Hindu
communities in India. “Indians in Munich
make a bold statement. Sounds of “Modi not
welcome in Munich” echo in the historic grounds of Munich today. Proud moment for
standing up to Hindutva’s communal tones,” the International Council of Indian
Muslims said on its Twitter handle. https://twitter.com/i/status/1540795942919471105
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‘Decide within 1 week’: Indian SC to IIOJK High Court on plea of man seeking to
perform last rites of son

The Supreme Court of India has asked the high court in Indian illegally occupied
Jammu and Kashmir (IIOJK) to take a decision,
within one week, on a father’s plea to perform last
rites of his son who was killed in “Hyderpora
encounter” in Srinagar in November last year.
Senior advocate Anand Grover, representing
Mohammed Latif Magry, submitted before a
vacation bench of Justices Surya Kant and J.B.
Pardiwala that his client will perform the last rites as per religious beliefs and
emphasised that he has the right to perform the last rites. Grover clarified that he was
not pressing on the exhumation of the body of the client’s son. He said his client
wants relief regarding performing last rites and compensation. A single judge bench of
the high court passed a direction regarding Rs 5 lakh but a division bench stayed it.
Twitter withholds prominent journalist Rana Ayyub’s account in India

Twitter on Sunday withheld the journalist Rana Ayyub’s account in India in
accordance wit h the Information Technology Act of
2000. Rana Ayyub took to her Twitter account to post the
notice and said, “Hello Twitter, what exactly is this?”
The notice from Twitter that Rana Ayyub shared read,
“In order to comply with Twitter’s obligations under
India’s local laws, we have withheld the following
account in India under the country’s Information Technology Act, 2000: the content
remains available elsewhere.”
www.jklc.org
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AJK PM urges int’l organizations to take notice of Indian state terrorism in IIOJK

Prime Minister Azad Jammu and Kashmir Sardar Tanveer Ilyas Khan says India’s
contentious decision to hold the upcoming G20 summit in the Indian illegally
occupied Jammu and Kashmir is a deliberate
attempt to hoodwink the international community.
In a statement, he said IIOJK is an internationally
recognized disputed territory and its solution lies in
the UN Security Council resolutions. Sardar
Tanveer said India has virtually turned Kashmir
valley into a military garrison after 5th August
2019, where people have been deprived of their fundamental human rights.He said
Indian occupation authorities have issued fake domiciles to more than 4.2 million
Hindus to change demographics of the occupied territory.
Indian troops martyr two Kashmiri youth in Kulgam

Indian troops in their fresh act of state terrorism martyred two Kashmiri youth in
Indian illegally occupied Jammu and Kashmir, today. The youth were martyred by
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Indian troops and paramilitary forces during a cordon and search operation at Trubji
area of Kulgam district. The operation was going on till last reports came in.
Indian forces arrest youth during ongoing CASOs in IIOJK

Indian troops continued cordon and search operations in different areas of Indian
illegally occupied Jammu and Kashmir. The troops
conducted operations and house raids in several areas
of Srinagar, Kupwara, Baramulla, Bandipore,
Ganderbal, Islamabad, Pulwama, Shopian, Kulgam,
Kishtwar, Doda, Samba and Kathua districts. The
restrictions have been tightened in the name of
security at the gateway of Jammu–Srinagar highway. The vehicles are being checked
and passengers frisked in Srinagar and other areas. Meanwhile, Indian troops arrested,
at least, one youth during a house raid in Doda area of Jammu region.
APHC rejects Indian propaganda about so-called normalcy in IIOJK

The All Parties Hurriyat Conference has categorically rejected Indian propaganda
about so-called normalcy in IIOJK and reiterated
its demand for resolution of the Kashmir dispute
as per relevant resolutions of the United Nations
Security Council. According to Kashmir Media
Service, the APHC at an extraordinary meeting of
its members in Srinagar, on Sunday, maintained
that the Kashmir dispute is not a matter of powersharing, but an issue of freedom of the Kashmiri people from India’s illegal
occupation.
Indian Army killing Kashmiris in straight fires: Simran Jeet Singh Maan

Sikh leader and the president of the political party Shiromani Akali Dal
(Amritsar), Simran Jeet Singh Maan has said that Indian army is killing Kashmiris in
straight fires.Talking to media after winning Lok Sabha seat from Sangroor he said,
“Indian Army is killing Kashmiris in straight fires and no inquiry is conducted on
this.” He deplored that Indian Muslims’ homes were being demolished.
‘Press freedom chilled in Kashmir as reporting is criminalized, says NBC News

Journalists in Indian illegally occupied Jammu and Kashmir are facing an
atmosphere of intimidation that is driving them out of the profession and keeping the
rest from freely reporting what’s happening in the
territory to the world, so writes NBC News, the
news division of the American broadcast
television network NBC in its latest report. The
NBC News report said that a harsh crackdown
began after 2019, when India’s Hindu nationalist
government revoked the limited autonomy that
Kashmir had enjoyed for 70 years. It quotes a
photojournalist, Muneeb-ul-Islam, as having said,
“You cannot think of doing journalism here, it appears all criminalized now”. Islam,
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31 now runs a tailor shop in a village about 40 miles south of Kashmir’s capital,
Srinagar. When they changed Kashmir’s status, Indian officials argued it could bring
an end to the uprising. But the highly militarized region of 12.5 million people has
continued to experience waves of violence, the report added. The NBC referred to
Human Rights Watch and said, since 2019 at least 35 journalists in Kashmir have
faced “police interrogation, raids, threats, physical assault or criminal cases” in
relation to their work.-KMS
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Torture is crime against humanity; IIOJK situation remains grim: President

President Dr Arif Alvi Sunday said that torture was a crime against humanity and
the situation was particularly grim in Indian
Illegally Occupied Jammu & Kashmir (IIOJK),
where the people were being subjected to brutal
torture by the Indian security forces. Although
torture was prohibited under both international
and national laws, it still happened all around
the world. “I reiterate that torture remains
unacceptable and unjustified at all times,” the
president said in a message on the occasion of International Day in Support of Victims
of Torture. “While recognizing the pain of the victims of torture, as well as their
families, I urge the international community and concerned organizations to make all
possible efforts to prevent torture, rehabilitate victims and provide redress to them,”
the president emphasized.
Pakistan rejects any attempt by India to contemplate some G20-related event in IIOJK

Pakistan says it completely rejects any attempt by India to contemplate some G20related event or meeting in the Indian Illegally
Occupied Jammu and Kashmir. In a statement on
Saturday, Foreign Office spokesperson Asim Iftikhar
Ahmed said Jammu and Kashmir is an internationally
recognized "disputed" territory between Pakistan and
India and the dispute remains on the agenda of the
UN Security Council for over seven decades. He said holding of any G20 related
event in the territory in utter disregard of the disputed status of the territory, is a
travesty that the international community cannot accept under any circumstances.
Indian troops targeting youth in IIOJK under well-hatched conspiracy: APHC

The All Parties Hurriyat Conference has said
India is deliberately targeting the youth in Indian
illegally occupied Jammu and Kashmir under a
well-hatched conspiracy to force the Kashmiris to
give up their freedom struggle but will never
succeed in its nefarious designs. According to
Kashmir Media Service, the APHC in a statement
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issued in Srinagar said the Indian troops enjoying unbridled powers under draconian
laws are killing and arresting the Kashmiri youth at will without any fear of
punishment. It said during the last two weeks, the troops have martyred over a dozen
youth in fake encounters and arrested many others during house raids and so-called
search operations
India continues to use torture as a state policy in IIOJK

Day in Support of Victims of Torture’ is being observed world-wide, today, India
continues to use torture as a state policy in Indian
illegally occupied Jammu and Kashmir (IIOJK) India is
using torture as a tool of suppression against the
Kashmiris and is using torture in a systematic and
institutional manner in the occupied territory, said a
report released by the KMS, today. It said Indian troops
are using torture in IIOJK to create fear among the
Kashmiris and to prolong its illegal hold on the territory.
Indian forces snatch people’s vehicles in Shopian: Mehbooba Mufti

The People’s Democratic Party President, Mehbooba Mufti has said that the Indian
force s personnel are forcibly snatching public vehicles in the
Shopian district of south Kashmir. Mehbooba Mufti
addressing a press conference in Srinagar, today, asked the
IIOJK admin to make public the list of the youth, who have
been detained, along with their place of lodgement. She said
that the forces recently used a driver Showkat Ahmed Sheikh in a similar incident and
arrested him from Shopian’s Sedow and later killed him in a fake encounter in
Kupwara.
Indian troops launch CASO in IIOJK

Indian troops have launched a cordon and search operation (CASO) in south
Kashmir’s Shopian district. A joint team of police, Army and Central Reserve Police
Force (CRPF) launched the CASO in the Shirmal area of the district on Saturday. The
operation was going on till last reports came in.
Jammu-based employees’ protest enters 26th day

The ongoing protest of All Jammu Based Reserved Category Employees in Jammu
entered 26th day, today. The protest at Ambedkar Chowk
in Jammu city is being spearheaded by All Jammu Based
Reserved Category Employees Association, Kashmir. The
protesting employees raised various slogans and urged the
authorities to address their genuine demands including
formation of a comprehensive time-bound transfer policy,
utilisation of services of employees in their respective districts and not to pressurise
the Jammu-based employees to resume their duties in the prevailing situation in
Kashmir Valley.
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Indian troops intensify CASOs, reign of terror in IIOJK

Indian troops and dreaded agencies have intensified the reign of terror by stepping
up their cordon and search operations and house raids to suppress the Kashmiris’
ongoing freedom movement. The residents of
many areas of Srinagar told media that Indian
forces’ personnel have made their life a living
hell. On the other hand, in order to hoodwink
international community about ground
situation and give credence to its false claims
of normalcy in IIOJK, A report by Forum for
Human Rights, a group of concerned citizens
of India, says that revocation of Article 370 has contributed to structural and social
changes that have perhaps been most keenly felt by children in IIOJK. In its Special
Report 2022, the Forum comprising judges, activists and lawyers says Kashmiri
teenagers continue to be harassed, picked up for questioning and are illegally detained,
in complete violation of the Juvenile Justice Act. The report said children as young as
18 months old have become victims of the weapons used by Indian forces’ personnel
to disperse the protesters in IIOJK.
Pakistan Strongly Condemns Extra-Judicial Killing Of Eleven More Kashmiris

Pakistan Friday strongly condemned extra-judicial killing of eleven more
Kashmiris in fresh acts of state-sponsored terrorism by
Indian occupation forces in Pulwama and Baramulla
Districts of Indian Illegally Occupied Jammu and
Kashmir (IIOJK). Addressing a weekly press briefing
here , the Foreign Office spokesperson said since India’s
illegal and unilateral actions of 5 August 2019, more than
636 Kashmiris had embraced martyrdom in fake ‘encounters’ and so-called ‘cordonand-search operations.
Pakistan calls for protection of oppressed people of IIOJK

At the United Nations, Pakistan has called for protection of the oppressed people
of Indian illegally occupied Jammu and Kashmir as
well as Muslims in India and Palestine. The
demand was made by Pakistan's Permanent
Representative to the United Nations, Munir
Akram, while speaking at a thematic debate on the
doctrine of Responsibility to Protect, in the UN
General Assembly. He said the most egregious
aspect of the concept of Responsibility to Protect is its "selectivity and double
standards", as its sponsors have ignored the need for “collective action” to protect the
sufferings of people of occupied Palestine and Indian illegally occupied Jammu and
Kashmir.
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Peace in IIOJK cannot be achieved through force: Farooq Abdullah

National Conference President, Farooq Abdullah, has urged the Narendra Modiled fascist Indian government to shun its stubborn attitude
and review its Kashmir policy, as peace cannot be achieved
through force. Addressing party leaders and activists in
Badgam district, he said the people of Indian illegally
occupied Jammu and Kashmir, particularly the Kashmiri
Valley, are paying a heavy price for India’s negative
Kashmir policy. Farooq Abdullah said the post 2019 policy
landscape of Kashmir has no space for dialogue, as it only relies on obliterating the
legacy and icons of the region’s constitutional and historical uniqueness.
India inducts new weapons, ICVs into its army in Ladakh

IIOJK, as part of furthering its hegemonic designs in the region, Indian Army has
inducted new weapons and Infantry Combat Vehicles into its
machinery in Ladakh region. Indian Army’s Northern
Commander Lt General Upendra Dwivedi visited forward areas
at Lukung in Eastern Ladakh and reviewed induction of new
weapons and equipments to the army engaged in conflict with
Chinese troops for last about two years now. Lt General
Dwivedi said, “One can easily drive the vehicle. The driver can
see 1800 meters away from it. The weapon mounted on it can be controlled from
inside.” It is to mention here that the ICV has been developed jointly by India’s
Defense Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) and Tata Group.
Indian police, NIA arrest five persons including 9th class student in IIOJK

Indian police arrested four Kashmiri youth in Central Kashmir’s Budgam
districtThe police along with Indian troops and
paramilitary personnel arrested the youth, Younis
Manzoor, Mehboob Ahmed, Irshad Ahmad Ganai and
Muzaffar Ahmad from Wathoora, Arigam and
Parnewa areas of the district. The police dubbed the
arrested youth as members of a mujahid organization
to justify their illegal detention.The police also seized
four vehicles and a motorbike. The sleuths of India’s dreaded National Investigation
Agency arrested a 9th class student, Faisal Sajad Naikoo, after raiding his residence in
Nawakadal area of Srinagar. During searches, the NIA team took into possession the
mobile phones of Faisal and his parents. The NIA raided multiple locations in the
Kashmir Valley and Kathua district of Jammu region.
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India plans to hold G-20 Summit in IIOJK next year to bolster its normalcy claims

In order to befool the comity of nations about
normalcy in Indian Illegally Occupied Jammu and
Kashmir (IIOJK), the Indian government is planning
to organize the 2023 meetings of G-20 in the occupied
territory. This will be the first major international
summit to be held in the occupied territory after the
erstwhile state's special status guaranteed under Article 370 of the Constitution was
withdrawn and it was bifurcated into two territories in August 2019.
President expresses gratitude for Turkiye's steadfast support on Kashmir dispute

President Dr Arif Alvi has said Islamophobia is on the rise around the world,
especially in India where all religious
minorities, especially Muslims, are being
coerced and intimidated. He made these
remarks while talking to the outgoing
Ambassador of Turkiye to Pakistan, Ihsan
Mustafa Yurdakul, who called on him in
Islamabad today (Thursday). The President
said the homes and places of worship of
Muslims are being destroyed, their religious symbols and personalities are ridiculed
and insulted with impunity in India. The President expressed Pakistan's gratitude for
Turkiye's steadfast support to Pakistan on the Kashmir dispute and appreciated
Turkiye's active role in the OIC Contact Group on Jammu and Kashmir.
India’s dreaded agency NIA raids houses in IIOJK

India’s dreaded National Investigation Agency (NIA) has raided houses in several
areas in Kashmir Valley and Kathua district of Jammu.
The NIA sleuths accompanied by Central Reserve
Police Force (CRPF) and police personnel raided the
houses in several areas of Baramulla, Badgam,
Islamabad, Bandipora, Pulwama, Sopore, Srinagar and
Kathua.

UK MPs write to Boris Johnson over India’s unfair trial of Yasin Malik

The Members of the United Kingdom’s parliament have written a letter to Prime
Minister Boris Johnson seeking action to monitor the
situation of political prisoners in India. The MPs
including Tahir Ali, Imran Hussain, Khalid Mahmood,
and Mohammad Yasin urged Boris Johnson to assign a
special representative to monitor the trial regarding the
conviction of Kashmiri leader Yasin Malik.
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The truth of the matter is that Jammu and Kashmir is not an integral part of India

The truth of the matter is that Jammu and Kashmir is not an integral part of India.
It never was; it never will be. This is evident in all the UN Maps and official
documents: Muhammad Shahsawar, https://twitter.com/i/status/1540190887103406080
DFP expresses concern over youths’ killing by Indian troops in IIOJK

The Jammu Kashmir Democratic Freedom Party (DFP), headed by illegally
detained Shabbir Ahmad Shah, has expressed its serious
concern over the continued bloodshed and killing of youth
by Indian troops during fake encounters in the territory.
The DFP in a statement issued in Srinagar deplored that
innocent and educated youth were being ruthlessly killed
in fake and staged encounters by Indian troops. It said
India cannot suppress the Kashmiris’ genuine freedom
movement through the use of brute force.
ECC allows over Rs 3b for permanent settlement of IIOJK refugees

The Economic Coordination Committee
(ECC) has allowed release of seventeen
billion rupees for payment to RLNG based
public power plants. The approval was
granted at an ECC meeting held in
Islamabad with Finance Minister Miftah
Ismail in the chair. These power plants
include Haveli Bahadur Shah, Bhikki and
Balloki. The ECC also approved 96.133 billion rupees to Power Division for payment
to the Independent Power Producers as second instalment. The meeting also approved
tariff rationalization for K-Electric by way of adjustments of an increase of 0.571
rupees per unit with recovery period of three months. The Economic Coordination
Committee allowed over three billion rupees for permanent settlement of Illegally
Indian Occupied Jammu and Kashmir (IIOJK) refugees in Azad Kashmir.
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India’s NIA arrests many during raids on houses, Soura hospital in IIOJK

The India’s dreaded National Investigation Agency (NIA) arrested many people
during its raids at multiple locations including Soura hospital
in Srinagar. The NIA sleuths along with paramilitary and
police personnel raided several houses in Srinagar, Kulgam,
Pulwama and Ganderbal districts. Besides harassing inmates,
they seized digital devices and mobile phones during the
house raids. The dreaded agency during raid on Soura
hospital arrested a man from Nephrology Ward of the hospital.
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22,944 women widowed in IIOJK since 1989

As the world is observing the International Widows Day today, miseries and
victimization of the Kashmiri women at
the hands of Indian troops, police and
agencies continue unabated in Indian
Illegally Occupied Jammu and Kashmir
(IIOJK).According to a report released by
the Research Section of Kashmir Media
Service on the occasion of the
International Widows Day, the unabated
Indian state terrorism rendered 22,944
women widowed since January 1989 till date as their husbands were martyred by
Indian military, paramilitary and police personnel. It said around 2500 women whose
husbands were subjected to custodial disappearance after their arrest by Indian troops
and police during the last 34 years are referred to as half widows.
At UN, delegates of Pakistan, India spar over Kashmir dispute

Representatives of India and Pakistan Tuesday clashed at the United
Nations after Pakistani Ambassador Munir Akram called for humanitarian assistance
for the people of the Illegally Indian Occupied Jammu and Kashmir (IIOJK), saying
they are “oppressed” daily by
900,000 Indian troops. Ambassador
Akram made that statement in the
Humanitarian Affairs Segment of the
UN Economic and Social Council
(ECOSOC), which is taking place in
New York. An Indian representative
reacted to the Pakistani envoy’s
remarks, claiming that Jammu and
Kashmir was an integral part of India,
and accused Pakistan of supporting terrorism. Exercising her right of reply, Pakistan’s
representative Saima Saleem said Jammu and Kashmir is not and has never been part
of India’s territory, as multiple United Nations resolutions define it as a disputed
territory.
IIOJK: APHC strongly rejects normalcy claim of Modi-led fascist regime in held territory

All Parties Hurriyat Conference leadership has strongly rejected the normalcy
claim propagated by the Modi-led fascist
Indian regime in Illegally Occupied Jammu
and Kashmir. According to Kashmir Media
Service, the APHC leadership in a statement in
Srinagar, said that killing of innocent
Kashmiris on daily basis flies directly in the
face of Indian government’s ‘all is well’
mantra. APHC leadership said in a bid to
hoodwink the international community India always harps on painting an ‘all is ok’
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picture in the occupied territory. Meanwhile, Kashmiri students are bearing the brunt
of multiple lockdowns, coupled with unending series of cordon and search operations,
raids and crackdowns stepped up by Indian troops in Jammu and Kashmir particularly
after August 2019’s illegal actions. The IIOJK State Council of Educational Research
and Training while revealing the 2021 survey said that the average performance of the
Kashmiri students has immensely dropped across all levels.
Lockdowns, CASOs and raids take toll on average performance of Kashmiri students

Multiple lockdowns, coupled with unending series of cordon and search
operations, raids and crackdowns by Indian troops are taking a heavy toll on the
average performance of the students in Indian illegally occupied Jammu and
Kashmir.The IIOJK State Council of Educational Research and Training (SCERT)
while revealing a fresh assessment conducted by India’s National Achievement
Survey (NAS) of 2021 said that the average performance of the Kashmiri students has
declined as compared to the one conducted in 2017. The SCERT said that in
comparison to 2017 survey, average performance of Kashmiri students has declined
among the students of third standard, fifth standard and eighth standard in IIOJK. In
the assessment survey of 2021, SCERT said, “Primary class students have suffered
more due to school closure.” “Differences in the learning levels among the students of
a same class have increased and 57 percent of the students have scored less than 50
percent,” it added.
IIOJK residents fear false flag attack by Indian troops ahead of Amarnath Yatra

The additional deployment of 40,000 paramilitary forces in the Indian Occupied
Jammu and Kashmir (IIOJK) ahead of Amarnath
Yatra has raised serious concerns among the
residents, who are fearing a false flag operation in
the garb of security measures. Amarnath Yatra, one
of the most famous annual pilgrimage destinations
of India, is being organized by the government of
Jammu and Kashmir from June 30 to August
11.This year’s pilgrimage to the Himalayan shrine,
located at a height of 3,880 metres in south Kashmir, will be held after a two-year
hiatus due to the COVID-19 pandemic and expects to receive an influx of around 0.3
million.
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